
“Therefore, while e-details should not
replace traditional detailing, they will soon
become an indispensable part of a brand’s mar-
keting campaign,” she says.

LESSONS LEARNED for the Future

“Five years ago, there were a lot of great
ideas about what to do with the cool new digi-
tal tools, but the realization of those great ideas
required a lot more bandwidth than most stake-
holders could muster,” says
Maureen Mangiavas, senior
director, business develop-
ment, at The Hal Lewis
Group. “We could send e-
mails and build Websites,
sure. And we did that. But
broadcast-quality video?
Robust levels of interactiv-
ity? High-quality simula-
tions of, say, mechanism of
action? All are tough to
pull off in a dial-up envi-
ronment without creating
some frustrated users.”

Also, partly as a result of slower connection
speeds, early e-details were static and more
focused on brand awareness and recognition,
resembling traditional marketing materials,
such as journal ads and sales visual aids, and
were primarily used as a stand-alone tactic. But
this is changing, according to Barbara Dowl-
ing, senior VP, strategy, sales and service, at
Lathian Systems.

“Enhanced interactivity, compelling clini-
cal data, and programs balanced between edu-

cation and promotion
have been incorporated
to create a shift from
the traditional e-detail-
ing activity to a more
engaging e-learning
experience,” she says.
“Moreover, programs
are now a multimedia
engagement as innova-
tive companies inte-
grate rich media, such
as streaming video and
audio, to maximize
impact and brand mes-

BY ELISABETH PENA VILLARROEL

It’s All in the DETAILS
E-DETAILING’S TIME IS ABOUT

TO COME. Early adoption issues

kept this communication tactic at

bay, but as physicians increasingly

adopt technology and turn away

in-person sales representative 

visits,e-detailing’s promise is on the

verge of paying off.

EE-detailing, which allows for the interac-
tion between a pharmaceutical representa-
tive and a physician through Internet-
enabled technology, was expected to be a
magic bullet for pharmaceutical marketing.
This communication method lets companies
reach physicians outside of office hours with tar-
geted sales messages. But reaching doctors
online has proved to be more problematic than
anticipated, and few companies have achieved
the expected return on their initial investments,
according to Datamonitor analysis. Additional-
ly, far fewer physicians have adopted the use of
e-detailing on a regular basis than was hoped in
the medium’s infancy.

But there is still hope for e-detailing as
many of the problems with uptake by the gen-
eral physician population, such as the poor
quality of the available sessions, the complex-
ity of the technology required, and the speed
of Internet connections, are either being
actively addressed or have become redundant
as more physicians use Internet-enabled tech-
nologies throughout their workdays, says
Kimberly O’Malley, senior analyst, strategic
intelligence healthcare, at Datamonitor.

EE-details delivered via hand-

held computers or mobile

phones WERE ACCESSED BY

ABOUT 10% OF SURVEYED

U.S. PHYSICIANS; but of those

10%, most ranked these ses-

sions near excellent in quality

and delivery.

Source: Datamonitor, December 2006
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sage retention. The adoption of broadband
helped to fuel this innovation; e-details have
evolved from presentations that physicians
watch to programs in which they actively par-
ticipate.”

And with more than 93% of office-based
Internet users and more than 80% of home
users accessing the Web via broadband,
improved e-details and increased adoption are
expected to continue, Ms. Mangiavas believes.

Not only are physicians looking at e-detail-
ing more positively, as the technology has
become more sophisticated marketers are find-
ing that they can use e-detailing to take better
advantage of segmentation strategies, online
marketing and recruitment, data collection,
analytics, and metrics. 

“As a result, e-detailing has become more
than just a digital sales aid; it has become a
vehicle for expanding the overall brand message
and addressing the individual needs of the
physician,” says Kelly Gratz, president of Blue
Diesel.

In addition to better technology and
increased physician adoption, improved mar-
keter attitudes toward the use of e-detailing as
a component of the marketing mix is being
driven in part by reduced costs, says Jim Knip-
per, president and CEO of J. Knipper and Co. 

“E-detailing is being viewed more posi-
tively because it can be used to cost-effective-
ly extend reach and/or augment the frequency
of messaging,” he says. “Pharma marketers
hope to use it to increase the relevance of mes-
saging across physician segments.”

Mr. Knipper finds that e-detailing is a pos-
itive component of the marketing mix because
it allows some contact with hard-to-see or no-
see physicians; it can provide the salesforce
with an opportunity to reach a hard-to-see
physician; and it can reinforce a consistent
message across a physician base.

A Complementary CONNECTION

E-detailing grew directly out of the need to
find additional ways to communicate product
information to busy prescribers. With the tra-
ditional detailing model experiencing a steady
decline in ROI and the increasing expense of
face-to-face visits, Ms. O’Malley notes that e-
detailing was created to aid sales reps. 

With nearly half of salesforce visits to physi-
cians’ offices ending at the receptionist’s desk, e-
detailing has been traditionally used as a com-
plement to the sales rep, particularly with
physicians who have a no-see policy. According
to Ms. Mangiavas, e-detailing works the other

way too; a sales rep visit can be used as follow-
up to something the physician has done online
or inquired about via the Web. 

“We have to be careful about equating fewer
rep visits with a reduction in the amount of
‘personal’ communication a pharmaceutical
company has with physicians,” she says. “After
all, which is more ‘personal,’ a two-to-three
minute chat between a rep and a physician that
ends with a handshake and an exchange of a few
samples or an ongoing e-enabled dialogue
between the physician and the pharmaceutical
company during which the doc’s specific ques-
tions and concerns are addressed?”

Because of the brief amount of time sales
representatives usually have to spend with
physicians during an office visit, live details
are rarely fully comprehensive; often they only
cover a small percentage of the sales reps’
intended messages.

“Even the best-trained sales reps will fail to
communicate their message effectively when
forced to condense a full-length detail into a
two-minute talk,” Ms. O’Malley says. 

This is where e-detailing can be a sales rep’s
partner, not competitor. E-details are on
demand and available 24/7, creating an oppor-
tunity for sharing brand messaging when the
pharmaceutical rep is not in the office.

“Numerous studies show that physicians
want contact with their sales rep after viewing
an e-detail,” Ms. Dowling says. “The online
communication enhances interest and enthusi-
asm for a brand and makes the physician more
open to engaging in deeper product discussions
with the representative. And by involving reps
in physician recruitment for e-details, compa-
nies create another reason for a physician to take
time to interact with the representative and can
increase overall response rates close to 20%.” 

According to Ms. Gratz, another key role
for the sales rep is identifying which physicians
want to be detailed in an online environment
versus face to face. 

“No-see physicians or physicians located in
remote locations may be primary targets for an
e-detailing platform, but the strategy shouldn’t
be limited to just those audiences,” she says.
“Some healthcare professionals still prefer a tra-
ditional face-to-face detail while others are
looking for a combination of online and face-to-
face. Marketers need to understand how and
where physicians want to digest information
and then deliver a customized solution. Tech-
nology is just a means to achieve that goal.”

IN THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT

OF DOWNSIZING and the

increased use by practitioners of

electronic methods, e-detailing

can be a valuable sales

productivity tool as well as a

possible best-practice CRM.

KELLY GRATZ, Blue Diesel
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JIM KNIPPER, J. Knipper and Company

BECAUSE INTERNET USAGE HAS INCREASED,

high-speed access has become more widely

available, and digital technology has evolved

e-detailing has become a more practical and

affordable option for many pharmaceutical

companies.
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Mr. Knipper says marketers who foresee
replacing sales reps with e-detailing will need

to revisit their assumptions that e-detailing in
its current format equates to a rep detail.

“E-detailing is viewed by most as an elec-
tronic version of a face-to-face rep visit, but in
reality the contact by the physician can be
anonymous,” he says. “Many practitioners say
they don’t want the sponsoring pharma or med-
ical-device firm to know who they are when
they participate in an e-detail. And most tech-
nology suppliers are more than willing to honor
this request, as it helps maintain their value as
intermediaries.”

Creating Content that CONNECTS
Datamonitor research reveals that only

one-half of surveyed physicians believe that
information provided during live details by
pharmaceutical sales representatives is either
relevant to their prescribing patterns or fully
comprehensive. To fill in the gaps, physicians
have become accustomed to accessing infor-
mation on-demand. As a result it has become
difficult, if not impossible, for sales represen-
tatives to compete successfully with informa-
tion found online.

As such it is the quality of the content
offered during an e-detailing session that will
ultimately determine whether physicians
complete an e-detail and return for subsequent
sessions and whether they follow up with the
sales rep in person. 

Datamonitor reports that the most com-
mon types of e-detailing sessions that are used
by physicians, such as online slideshow pre-
sentations and interactive Websites, are not
necessarily of the highest quality or the most
ideal mode of delivery per physician feedback. 

“While e-details delivered via handheld
computers or mobile phones were accessed by
only about 10% of surveyed physicians in the
United States, of those 10%, most ranked
these sessions near excellent in quality or
delivery combined,” Ms. O’Malley says. 

Ms. Dowling advocates being compelling
and concise when it comes to e-detailing pro-
grams and finds that video is an often over-
looked but important component that can
now be used because of the ubiquity of
increased bandwidth. 

“Marketers should take every opportunity to
bring video content to the viewers; the band-

Sound Bites From The Field

PHARMAVOICE ASKED EXPERTS HOW E-DETAILING WILL EVOLVE IN THE NEXT FIVE

YEARS AND IF PHYSICIAN ADOPTION WILL INCREASE,DECREASE,OR REMAIN THE SAME.

RICHIE BAVASSO is

President of Exploria SPS,

Hartford,Conn.,which was a

pioneer in the use of tablet

PCs as a detailing tool to

support pharmaceutical

sales representatives.For more information,

visit exploria.com.

“Much of e-detailing’s growth is attributed to

increased physician adoption of the media.

Drivers include:need for up-to-date,unbiased

information;no desire to see representatives;

and need for personalized info not met by

broad-based medical-education activities.

E-detailing will evolve from commonly

defined Internet-based details — prescriber

self-directed/pharma call center-directed — to

include ‘live’e-detailing — sales rep use of

tablet PC— and direct-to-desktop applications

whereby prescribers can access information —

and be tracked — from their computers while

offline.Used in combination,pharma will reach

prescribers after business hours — online, in

the office — no line or live rep,and offline —

when the prescriber is in transit.Prescriber

content preferences,desired media format,and

behaviors will be tracked and synchronized to

complement continuous refinement of the

various forms of e-detailing targeted to that

prescriber.The benefit to prescribers is the

availability of customized info, in the preferred

format,at their finger tips.The benefit to

pharma is greater access to hard-to-see doctors

and insights into prescribing behaviors.”
ROBERT BEDFORD is Senior

VP,Sales and Client Relations,

InfoMedics Inc.,Woburn,

Mass.,which delivers real-

time patient feedback to

physicians to demonstrate

the effectiveness of a prescribed medication.

For more information,visit infomedics.com.

“The use of e-detailing will continue to

increase and will be driven by a shift in

physicians’preference toward online channels

for gathering information,as well as the

shrinking number of ‘live’pharma sales reps in

the marketplace.Pharma companies will likely

continue to limit or eliminate medically relevant

compensation for viewing e-details,which may

restrict adoption.

To spur greater growth in e-detailing,the

industry will need to leverage other proven mar-

keting practices,such as patient feedback and

DTC programs,and integrate that information

into the e-detail content.Done correctly,this will

help morph e-detailing into a valued e-learning

experience and avoid physician perception that

it is strictly product promotion.”
MIKE LUBY is President and

CEO of TargetRx,Horsham,

Pa.,a sales and marketing

effectiveness company

providing the pharmaceutical

industry with insights into the

drivers of physician prescribing.For more

information,visit targetrx.com.

“The jury is still out on e-detailing, as many

companies have come and gone without the

widespread adoption that was expected.The

survivors are gaining steam, but they need to

continue to refine and evolve.

Many companies have conducted 

e-detailing pilots with smaller groups of

physicians, but no one company has proven

that this technology can be successful on a

large scale with thousands of doctors.

There is little doubt in my mind that there

could be better applications for e-detailing. If a

company can crack the code on the value

proposition for physicians and pharmaceutical

companies, I can envision e-detailing

increasing over the next five years. Otherwise, I

predict it will decline.”

AAn average online sales session

COSTS ABOUT $110; an average field

representative visit COSTS $200.

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value,
February 2006
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width is there and video can be used in creative
ways that many have overlooked,” she says.
“Companies should create peer-to-peer relation-
ships with key opinion leaders online, by layer-
ing video with interactive elements as a way to
elaborate on information, on-demand. They
should consider using 3-D animation to illus-
trate a complex method of action and give view-
ers control so that they can digest the data. And
above all else, where possible, allow physicians
to craft their own experience.”

Looking beyond traditional delivery meth-
ods to cutting-edge technologies employed in
other industries is also a way to keep the e-
detailing experience interesting for physicians.

To be successful, pharmaceutical marketers
and their technology partners will have to
evaluate e-detailing through the eyes of prac-
titioners, Mr. Knipper says.

“It is logical that physicians who embrace
e-detailing are more likely to use other elec-
tronic tools offered by pharmaceutical compa-
nies,” he says. “In other words, systems should
also perform many of the other functions that
a pharmaceutical sales representative might
ordinarily do on site, such as sample manage-

ment, alternative sample systems, Web order-
ing, and e-prescribing. At the minimum these
new virtual, electronic market support sys-
tems should improve productivity of both the
physician and the pharma rep, create cost con-
trols, provide metrics, and create a best-in-
class CRM environment.”

As pharmaceutical marketers, we can learn a
lot from how technology is being used in
games, consumer advertising, retail marketing,
and other applications, Ms. Mangiavas says.

“For example, the most-in-demand toy over
the last holiday season was the Nintendo Wii,
which is successful because it liberates users
from a hardwired connection to a console and
allows them to move as if they are really bowl-
ing, playing tennis, and so on,” she says. “Imag-
ine the possibilities of an e-detailing campaign
keyed to the Wii interface, which could range
from surgical simulations to interactive tours of
the body that put the user at the helm of a
miniature vessel to pure, but branded, fun and
games. The possibilities are endless.”

On the not so fun-and-games side of the
picture, tracking and determining return on
investment are also important components of
an e-detailing program.

“E-detailing provides data and metrics that

CURRENTLY, BEST-IN-CLASS E-DETAILS
ARE IMMERSIVE and user directed
and content choices that shape the
experience are driven more by solid
e-learning theory than traditional
one-way information flow.

UNTIL NOW, E-DETAILING’S PROMISE
HAS ALWAYS EXCEEDED WHAT IT
HAS DELIVERED. But that’s about to
change because we’ve overcome
some fundamental obstacles
related to technology, users, and
industry perceptions.

BARBARA DOWLING
Lathian Systems

MAUREEN MANGIAVAS
The Hal Lewis Group

MMore than one-half of physicians in all
markets surveyed ACCESS AT LEAST
40% OF THEIR ONLINE WORK-RELATED
CONTENT FROM HOME.

Source: Datamonitor, December 2006

MANAGING THE FLOW OF CRITICAL MESSAGES 
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Common tools for electronic communicat ion and 
information management such as FTP servers, email 
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the next breakthrough in information management. 
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enable the sales and marketing teams to better
understand their audience and tailor programs
accordingly,” Ms. Gratz says. “It is critical for
any e-detailing platform to track the data and
build upon the experience. The tool should
continually evolve based on the feedback loop
from all facets of the marketing program.”

GAINING ACCEPTANCE as 
Part of the Marketing Mix

Research shows that most pharmaceutical
executives responsible for e-detailing expect
to either maintain or expand their e-detailing
investments, even as they struggle to inte-
grate the tactic into the broader marketing
mix and evaluate how it should be positioned
in relation to current sales rep methods and
processes.

“To be truly effective, the sales and market-
ing teams must adjust their marketing mix to
provide the right message to the right customer
at the right time and through the right chan-
nel,” Ms. Gratz says. “This approach allows
marketers to leverage their segmentation strate-
gies online as well as offline. E-detailing pro-
grams are ideal tools to support this new way of
working because they can be customized to
meet the needs and schedules of individual
physicians. In addition, e-programs provide
data and metrics that enable the sales and mar-
keting teams to better understand their audi-
ences and tailor programs accordingly.”

Datamonitor analysis finds the greatest
potential for e-detailing and e-sampling is as a
component of an integrated marketing solu-
tion. This plays to physicians’ preferences for
an integrated electronic sampling and online
detailing platform.

Experts agree that as e-detailing matures it
will soon become a standard campaign element.

“The expectation will be, if it isn’t already,
that there will be an e-detailing component, or
multiple components, to every sales and mar-
keting campaign,” Ms. Mangiavas says. “And,
as much as we take for granted the need for
printed sales aids and journal advertising, it
won’t be too long before we stop thinking of e-
detailing as something distinct from the cam-
paign itself.”

On the HORIZON

The outlook for e-detailing in the next
five years is positive. Experts expect contin-
ued adoption to be fueled by myriad factors,
including an increasingly technologically
savvy physician base, continued improve-

ments in bandwidth and
connectivity, technologi-
cal advances, as well as
the industry’s trend
toward downsizing sales-
force numbers.

“Emerging techno-
logical enhancements
will effect changes and will continue to mul-
tiply the opportunities for reach, choice, and
richness of programs,” Ms. Dowling says.
“The result will be a significant uptake and
participation by physicians, who will increase
their use of online programs because of con-
venience, value, and availability.”

Analysts at the IBM Institute for Business
Value note that for e-detailing to be successful
companies need to build trust — not just dole
out data when and where needed — and help to
provide doctors with access to valuable, trusted
drug information so they can provide better care.

Pharma e-detailing will likely follow the
same technology patterns as in other indus-
tries, Mr. Knipper believes, especially as inter-
active software and high-end CRM systems
become more common. 

The real question, he posits, is how fast
healthcare practitioners will adopt consistent
use of e-detailing.

“Research shows that e-detailed and non-e-
detailed practitioners share similar opinions
— both groups agree that the use of the Inter-
net and Internet-based transaction systems,

such as e-prescribing,
have vastly changed the
way medical services
can be delivered,” he
says. “And the practi-
tioners who buy into e-
detailing are more like-
ly to adopt broader use

of electronic communications for CME, e-pre-
scribing, and electronic communications. The
trend seems to indicate that the more practi-
tioners adopt the use of e-detailing the more
likely they are to use e-health mechanisms as a
way to communicate with constituents,
patients, and marketers alike.”

Ms. Mangiavas agrees and says to expect to
see a blurring and eventual disappearance of
the differentiation between “traditional mar-
keting” and “digital marketing.” 

“In the last half-decade there has been sig-
nificant retrenchment in terms of sales bud-
gets and resources, which focused attention on
cost-effective alternatives to traditional sales
and marketing approaches,” Ms. Mangiavas
says. “As a result e-detailing is now perceived
by many pharma companies as ‘must have’
rather than a ‘nice to have.’ It took this perfect
storm to bring us to the brink of realizing the
potential of e-detailing. Finally.” ✦

PharmaVOICE welcomes comments about this

article.E-mail us at feedback@pharmavoice.com.
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5050% OF DIALOGUES with

physicians via Web-enabled

live detailing LAST BETWEEN

6.5 AND 10.3 MINUTES;

another 25% SURPASS THE

10.3 MINUTE MARK.

Source: HyGro Consulting Group, 2006
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